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Abstract
Cooperation plays a crucial role in primate social life. However, the evolution of large-scale human cooperation from the
cognitive fundamentals found in other primates remains an evolutionary puzzle. Most theoretical work focuses on positive
reciprocity (helping) or coordinated punishment by assuming well-defined social roles or institutions (e.g., punishment pools),
sophisticated cognitive abilities for navigating these, and sufficiently harmonious communities to allow for mutual aid. Here we
explore the evolutionary and developmental origins of these assumed preconditions by showing how negative indirect reciprocity
(NIR)—tolerated exploitation of those with bad reputations—can suppress misbehavior to foster harmonious communities, favor
the cognitive abilities often assumed by other models, and support costly adherence to norms (including contributing to public
goods). With minimal cognitive prerequisites, NIR sustains cooperation when exploitation is inefficient (victims suffer greatly;
exploiters gain little), which is more plausible earlier in human evolutionary history than the efficient helping found in many
models. Moreover, as auxiliary opportunities to improve one’s reputation become more frequent, the communal benefits pro-
vided in equilibrium grow, although NIR becomes harder to maintain. This analysis suggests that NIR could have fostered
prosociality across a broader spectrum of primate societies and set the stage for the evolution of more complex forms of positive
cooperation.

Significance statement
The evolutionary origins of human cooperation and prosociality remain an evolutionary puzzle. Theoretical models exploring the
dynamics which shaped our ancestors’ interactions stimulate empirical investigations by anthropologists, primatologists, psy-
chologists, archeologists and others, whose results in turn refine and direct theoretical inquiry. Common experience has focused
this scholarly synergy on positive cooperation (cooperating by helping) and largely neglected the distinct and important challenge
of negative cooperation (cooperating by not exploiting). Our contribution puts negative cooperation back in the spotlight. We
outline what makes negative cooperation, especially negative indirect reciprocity, different and potentially more potent than
positive cooperation, and present a simple model of how it emerges, shapes interactions, and can form a dynamic foundation that
catalyzes more sophisticated forms of cooperation.
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Introduction

On a small island in the northwestern corner of the Fijian
archipelago, subsistence-oriented farmers and fishers cooper-
ate intensely in many domains of life. The villagers onYasawa
Island reliably show up to work on communal projects such as
cleaning up the village, constructing communal buildings, and
preparing for public feasts. Such collective activities happen at
least weekly, and Yasawans work hard with good cheer and
laughter. Yasawan geniality is evident even in experimental
paradigms used to measure prosociality; they make equitable
offers in dictator, ultimatum, and third-party punishment
games, approaching those of Western populations (Henrich
and Henrich 2014); yet, unlikeWesterners, they generally will
not pay to punish or sanction in these experiments. This way
of life stands in stark contrast to many other small-scale
populations—like the Matsigenka of Peru or the Mapuche of
Chile—where folks are wary of communal work and collec-
tive action in large groups, making it virtually impossible to
assemble labor forces to perform tasks similar to those rou-
tinely performed in Yasawan villages; not surprisingly, people
in these populations are far less equitable to their fellow vil-
lagers in experiments compared with Yasawans (Henrich et al.
2001, 2005; Henrich and Smith 2004).

How is Yasawan cooperation maintained? Some classic the-
ories about the evolution of cooperation imply that prosociality
can be driven by direct reciprocity or costly punishment, that is,
by overt retaliation in the same kind of economic interaction or
by individually costly actions taken by observers. But while this
behavior is systematically observed in experiments withWestern
participants (Ensminger andHenrich 2014), it is far less common
or non-existent among the Yasawans (Henrich and Henrich
2014). Instead, systemic interviews and vignette studies reveal
that in rare instances where an individual consistently does not
contribute to village affairs, their reputation is damaged by gos-
sip, and they are sanctioned by anonymous punishment such as
the theft of their crops, often carried out by those with preexisting
grudges. Such acts, which provide benefits to the punishers,
would normally be investigated by the community—but when
the targeted individual has a bad reputation, the community looks
the other way. In this world, it is only bad to do bad things to
good (or well-reputed) people. In this paper, we formally explore
how this mechanism of negative indirect reciprocity can simul-
taneously control harmful exploitative behaviors and sustain
norm adherence (including socially beneficial cooperation) in
other domains.

From a wider perspective, human cooperation is peculiar in
several ways. Unlike other species, humans not only cooper-
ate more broadly and intensively than other species, but the
extent of this cooperation varies dramatically across diverse
domains (e.g., in fishing, house building, and war) as well as
among societies, including those inhabiting identical environ-
ments. Moreover, the scale of human cooperation has

expanded dramatically over the last 12 millennia in patterns
and at speeds that cannot be accounted for by genetic evolu-
tion (Henrich and Henrich 2007; Chudek and Henrich 2011).
Consequently, a proper evolutionary approach to human co-
operation must seat our species within the natural world, sub-
ject to both natural selection and phylogenetic constraints,
while at the same time, proposing hypotheses that account
for the unique evolutionary, developmental, psychological,
and historical features of human cooperation.

Aiming to address the puzzle of human ultra-sociality,
many formal evolutionary models of cooperation make as-
sumptions about the cognitive abilities of potential coopera-
tors. Some, such as kinship (Hamilton 1964) and direct reci-
procity (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981), presup-
pose few cognitive prerequisites but only explain cooperation
under special conditions—among kin, or in very small groups
(Boyd and Richerson 1988a, b). Other models tackle the chal-
lenge of explaining distinctly human forms of cooperation but
do so by presupposing a cognitively sophisticated, highly cul-
tural species. For instance, important models assume that peo-
ple can establish sophisticated institutions (Sigmund et al.
2010), interpret one another’s signals of cooperative intent
(Boyd et al. 2010), or coordinate their community-wide defi-
nitions of deserving Brecipients^ and responsible Bdonors^
(Leimar and Hammerstein 2001; Panchanathan and Boyd
2004; Boyd et al. 2010). By emphasizing the evolution of
positive cooperation (reciprocal helping), these models also
presuppose relatively harmonious communities where the
benefits of mutual aid can accumulate and shape long term
fitness without being rapidly undermined by opportunistic
exploitation, such as theft or rape.

Though they demonstrate how human cooperation may
have rapidly escalated, these models gloss over the critical
earliest stages of the emergence of human cooperation, since
harmonious communities which coordinate complex cogni-
tive representations (e.g., who is a Bdonor^), establish institu-
tions, and dynamically signal their behavioral intentions in
novel domains are themselves impressive cooperative accom-
plishments. Explaining the origins of such communities while
assuming only minimal cognitive prerequisites (consistent
with what is known about primate cognition) remains an out-
standing challenge. To address this challenge, we detail an
evolutionary mechanism that rapidly coordinates expectations
and behavior in arbitrary domains (e.g., hunting, sharing in-
formation, trade) and yet can arise without preexisting capac-
ities for coordinating complex institutions or socially pre-
scribed roles.

Of these approaches to human cooperation, one important
class of models is based on Bindirect reciprocity^ (IR; e.g.,
Nowak and Sigmund 1998, 2005; Leimar and Hammerstein
2001; Panchanathan and Boyd 2003). Prima facie IR models
assume only that (i) individuals have opinions of one another
and that these opinions (ii) influence how individuals treat
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each other and (iii) can be culturally transmitted. Since many
primates form coalitions with non-kin (Silk 2002; Watts 2002;
Langergraber et al. 2007; Perry and Manson 2008; Higham
andMaestripieri 2010), the first two assumptions are plausible
socio-cognitive pre-adaptations in our Pliocene ancestors. The
third assumption is also plausible if our early cognitive adap-
tations for cultural learning (e.g., for acquiring food prefer-
ences) spilled over into other domains, producing individuals
who sometimes culturally acquired their opinions of one an-
other (Henrich and Gil-White 2001). The cultural transmis-
sion of social opinions can transform pairwise coalitional af-
filiations into community-wide Breputations^. Once reputa-
tions had fitness consequences, they could begin shaping be-
havior in any reputation-relevant domain (Panchanathan and
Boyd 2004), stabilizing conformity to arbitrary community
norms and providing the substrate for the more complex
cooperation-sustaining mechanisms that presuppose coordi-
nated communities (Chudek and Henrich 2011; Henrich
2016, Chap. 11). Crucially, such culture-driven forms of ge-
netic evolution do not emerge in most species due to the bar-
riers to evolving cumulative cultural evolution (Boyd and
Richerson 1996; Henrich 2016, Chap. 16).

However, existing IR models make substantially stronger as-
sumptions about the cognitive sophistication and social
coordination capacities of our ancestors. Framed in the context
of reciprocal helping, these models assume that sometimes
someone has an opportunity to help but does nothing, and that
their reputation worsens as a consequence of their inaction. This
seemingly innocuous assumption implies that their peers
cognitively represent, and coordinate their representations of
both the abstract opportunity to act and the significance of
inaction. This is a sophisticated cognitive feat. Noting this issue,
Leimar and Hammerstein (2001) write that IRmodels assume Ba
reasonably fair and efficient mechanism of assigning donors and
recipients […] a well-organized society, with a fair amount of
agreement between itsmembers as towhich circumstances define
[these] roles^. Most IR models implicitly mirror these assump-
tions (NowakandSigmund1998;PanchanathanandBoyd2003).

Here we ask whether IR is plausible without assuming co-
ordinated reactions to Binaction^. We develop a general model
of IR, which incorporates the possibility that reputations are
regularly buffeted by random external influences, but inaction
never changes reputations. Our results show that IR is never-
theless plausible under these circumstances and can support
adherence to community norms in other domains. We demon-
strate how early proto-reputations (byproducts of cultural learn-
ing and coalitional psychology) can escalate in importance until
they form the substrate of more complex forms of cooperation.

Since we are interested in modeling the earliest forms of dis-
tinctly human cooperation, we focus on Bnegative indirect
reciprocity^ (hereafter, NIR), which has rarely been the focus of
study. BNegative reciprocity^ broadly denotes retaliation in re-
sponse to another’s uncooperative behavior (e.g., Fehr and

Gächter 2000).NIR extends this retaliation to depend on the other
person’s reputation, and hence indirectly on their behavior. Such
punitive interactions take place innegative cooperativedilemmas,
where Bdefecting^ means gainfully exploiting someone and
Bcooperating^means seeing such anopportunity to exploit some-
one, but passing it up (doing nothing)—though note that reputa-
tions (and hence retribution) are allowed to be contingent on be-
havior in other positive dilemmas in addition to the focal negative
one. Typical models treat negative dilemmas as merely the sym-
metrical flip-side of standard (positive) cooperative dilemmasdue
to their equivalent payoff matrices. However, there are both theo-
retical and empirical reasons to think that negative dilemmas are
psychologically distinct scenarios that were particularly potent
early in the evolution of human cooperation:

1. Substantial positive cooperation presupposes harmonious
communities: Before more complex forms of mutual aid,
defense, and helping can emerge, the ubiquitous opportu-
nities to exploit each other (particularly the old, weak, and
injured) must be brought under control. Otherwise, ex-
ploitation and cycles of revenge will undermine positive
cooperation. A degree of harmony must come first.

2. Positive cooperation creates or exacerbates negative di-
lemmas (but not the reverse): Positive cooperationwill often
create an abundance of exploitable resources, both tangible
(e.g., food caches) and intangible (e.g., trust). If cooperation
has not first been stabilized in negative dilemmas, escalating
opportunities for exploitation can quickly sap these benefits,
sabotaging the viability of positive cooperation. For exam-
ple, our band might cooperate to create a community store
of food for the winter. But, then, over several wintery
months, nightly thieves might slowly pilfer it away.

3. Escalating returns: Prior to the emergence of complex insti-
tutions like debt, money, or police, if a well-reputed indi-
vidual is helpedmultiple times (i.e., by multiple peers), they
are likely to experience diminishing marginal returns. A
little food when you are starving provides a huge benefit,
whereas a lot of food when you are full provides only in-
cremental benefits. On the other hand, repeated exploitation
(e.g., stealing someone’s resources) can put victims in ever
more dire situations with escalating fitness consequences
(e.g., the repeated theft of food from the hungry and weak).
This suggests that in the IR context, where many commu-
nity members respond to a focal well- or ill-reputed indi-
vidual, negative dilemmas likely generate steeper selection
gradients. This was likely most relevant earlier in our evo-
lutionary history, before widespread food-sharing norms
emerged (likely an early form of positive cooperation).

4. No chicken and egg problem: In a positive cooperative
dilemma, when inaction is unobservable or there is a lack
of sufficient agreement about what constitutes Binaction^,
an individual’s reputation can endogenously rise (by help-
ing), but it cannot effectively fall through inaction.
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Though an individual’s reputation might fall accidentally,
selection will not favor individuals who take deliberate
costly actions to worsen their reputation. Clearly, reputa-
tion has little value until it can fall as well as rise; but
without complex culturally evolved institutions or cogni-
tive abilities to establish agreement about what constitutes
Binaction^, it is not clear how positive indirect reciprocity
gets off the ground—there is a chicken and egg situation.
Negative dilemmas lack the chicken and egg quality be-
cause Bdefections^ (e.g., stealing food from the injured)
are salient and observable actions.

5. Relevance to culture: The cooperative dilemma of cultural
learning (whether to trust information shared by others,
and whether to share information honestly) is a major
hurdle to more sophisticated institutional forms of coop-
eration and is a fundamentally negative dilemma.
Individuals must pass up opportunities to gainfully de-
ceive their credulous conspecifics. This dilemma is all
the worse for more culture-dependent species. Negative
dilemmas related to sharing cultural information must be
solved to unleash powerful forms of cumulative cultural
evolution (Henrich 2016).

6. Preadaptations are more plausible: The cognitive capaci-
ties for navigating negative dilemmas (noticing and
responding to opportunities to gain benefits by exploiting
others) yield individual advantages and so were likely
better honed by selection earlier than those for navigating
positive dilemmas (noticing opportunities to pay costs for
others’ welfare).

7. Supported by psychological evidence: Much contempo-
rary psychological evidence points to the relevance of
negative dilemmas. People today are more sensitive to
harm than helping (negativity bias), and to harm by com-
mission than by omission. Harmful or aversive actions,
events, or stimuli have more and stronger effects on con-
temporary humans than their positive or beneficial coun-
terparts (for reviews, see Cacioppo and Berntson 1994;
Baumeister et al. 2001; Rozin and Royzman 2001). Of
particular relevance, negative information (i.e., about
others’ harmful acts) has a far more potent effect on rep-
utations than positive information (Fiske 1980;
Skowronski and Carlston 1987; Rozin and Royzman
2001), and people judge that others caused negative out-
comes more intentionally than positive ones (Knobe
2003, 2010). Young children and even three-month-old
infants find wrongdoers more aversive than they find
helpers appealing (Hamlin et al. 2010; Tasimi et al.
2017). If our ancestors were as negativity-biased as we
are, negative cooperative dilemmas would have dwarfed
positive ones in determining the long-run distribution of
reputations. People condemn others’moral transgressions
more severely when they are the result of deliberate ac-
tions, compared with equal but intentional inactions

(Spranca et al. 1991; Baron and Ritov 2004; Cushman
et al. 2006). Correspondingly, people seem less disposed
to transgress by commission than omission (Ritov and
Baron 1999), especially if they might be punished by
others (DeScioli et al. 2011). These effects, which seem
peculiar to negative commissions (Spranca et al. 1991)
not positive ones, support our model’s emphasis on neg-
ative cooperation by commission alone.

Model

We are interested in whether detrimental exploitation can be
curbed with a simple form of reputation that demands only
limited cognitive capacities, and whether this can be used to
sustain communal contributions and adherence to norms in
other interactions. To tackle this puzzle, we construct a model
of negative indirect reciprocity (NIR) where we analyze inter-
actions between very different kinds of individuals, such as
reputation-contingent cooperators who always cooperate with
well-reputed individuals or obligate defectors who exploit at
every turn. We can thus reason formally about what kinds of
strategies would be favored by selective evolutionary process-
es, whether via genetic or cultural evolution. Fig. 1 lays out the
basic elements of our NIRmodel.We first solve the model and
describe its properties, and then discuss the degree of public
goods provisioning that NIR supports.

To begin, imagine a single, large population of individuals
who each have a Breputation^—a community-wide opinion of
them that can influence others’ behavior—which can be either
Bgood^ or Bbad^. We represent this reputation as a binary sto-
chastic variable whose stationary distribution (denotedG) is the
probability of being Bgood^ on average. Reputations are deter-
mined by a person’s actions in two kinds of social situations:
with probability (1 − ρ), chance furnishes each individual in the
population with an opportunity to gainfully exploit (and poten-
tially be exploited by) a random peer; with probability ρ, indi-
viduals instead face an opportunity to improve their reputation
by paying a cost.We refer to the former as the Btheft game^ and
the latter as the Bcontribution game^. The parameter ρ ex-
presses the relative frequency with which each scenario occurs.

In the theft game, people can choose either to exploit their
peers (X = 1) to accrue a personal gain (the takings, t) at the
expense of the victim who suffers harm (damage, d), or do noth-
ing (X= 0). Important reputational implications follow in each
case. If an individual chooses exploitation, we assume that the
thief’s reputation declines only if the victim has a good reputation
in the community—people do not care about what happens to
poorly regarded victims. Thus, in this model and under IR more
generally, individuals with Bgood^ reputations are defined as
those publicly well-liked enough, with enough friends, allies, or
social connections, that actions directed towards them carry
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reputational consequences. If you exploit someone with a good
reputation you acquire a bad reputation. If an individual chooses
instead not to exploit a potential target, we assume that no one
notices their inaction and nothing changes (assuming their pro-
priety is correctly perceived). This novel assumption lessens the
cognitive sophistication assumed by our model relative to
existing IRmodels.With probability η, an individual’s reputation
is misperceived such that someone who refrains from exploita-
tion is mistakenly thought to have defected.

In the contribution game, people can choose to either pay to
improve their reputation (Y = 1) by contributing a public benefit
b at personal cost c or do nothing (Y = 0). To deliberately im-
prove your peers’ opinion of you, you need to know what
pleases them as a group. This naturally suggests provisioning
public goods (providing for a public feast, communal defense,
or chasing away pests or predators) but could also include con-
formity to others’ preferred behavioral standards and imitation of
the best-reputed individuals (and so b need not be positive).
Here, to better understand how the socio-ecology of NIR unfolds
once norms have become established, we consider the possibility
that forfeiting an opportunity to improve one’s reputation (e.g.,
by not sharing a fortunate day’s catch), whether deliberately or
by accident, actually worsens one’s reputation (with probability
ζ). As ζ increases, voluntary cooperative contributions become
mandatory or normatively cooperative actions—think about giv-
ing to charity versus paying taxes. This parameter also nests the
possibility that inaction is ignored as before (when ζ = 0).
Additionally, following Panchanathan and Boyd (2004), we al-
low for positive assortment in group formationwith strength r, so
that the probability of encountering another person of the same
type (equivalently, the expected fraction of individuals of the
same type in the group) is r + (1− r)p where p is the frequency
of that strategy in the population (and the complementary prob-
ability is (1 − r)(1 − p)). Finally, we assume that individuals who

try to improve their reputation can accidentally be misperceived
with probability ε as having made no such attempt, though the
cost is still exacted and the benefit still produced.

We consider four different strategies defined by their be-
havior in each game:

1) Obligate defectors (D) who exploit everyone and never
contribute (X = 1; Y = 0),

2) Reputational cooperators (R) who never exploit the well-
reputed and always contribute (X = 0; Y = 1),

3) Stingy types (S) who never exploit the well-reputed but
also do not contribute (X = 0; Y = 0), and

4) Mafiosos (M) who exploit everyone but also contribute
(X = 1; Y = 1).

Since obligate cooperators (who contribute and never exploit
anyone regardless of their reputation) are dominated by reputa-
tional cooperators (see section 4 of the supplemental materials),
we do not consider them further. Our main analysis establishes
conditions under which a population of reputational cooperators
is stable against rare invaders of each type (stability conditions
for all other strategies are provided in section 5 of the supple-
mental materials).

Results

Stability of reputational cooperator population
against defector invasion

In a population of commonRwith rareD playing the contribution
game, an individual with strategy R gains benefit b from interac-
tion with other Rs and always pays the contribution cost c. In the
theft game, they gain takings t when encountering another

Opportunity for deliberate 

reputation improvement

Opportunity to exploit

Do nothing

Pay for reputation improvement

(Pay c-ost for public b-enefit)

Misperceived w/ probability 

Peers apathetic

(Nothing changes)

Peers disappointed

(Reputation worsens)

Target has bad reputation

Target has good reputation

Exploit

(Inflict d-amage, earn t-akings)

Exploit

(Inflict d-amage, earn t-akings, 

reputation worsens)

Do nothing

(Nothing changes) 

Misperceived w/ probability 

1 −

1 −

1 −

Social opportunity

1 −

Parameters: , , ,

Consequences: , , ,

Evolving behavioural 

dispositions: ,

Contribution game

Theft game

Fig. 1 The NIR decision tree. The probability of each branch is described
by blue parameters, and evolving dispositions are represented by green
variables (Y, disposition to pay reputation improvement costs; and X,

disposition to exploit well-reputed victims). Red text at terminal nodes
describes the consequences of each outcome
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individual who is in bad standing and suffer damage dwhen they
are themselves in bad standing (since that is the only timeotherRs
will exploit them). The (long-run mean) fitness of R here is thus

wR ¼ ρ b r þ 1−rð ÞpRð Þ−cf g þ 1−ρð Þ t 1−GRð Þ−d 1−GRð Þf g;
where pR ≈ 1 is the population frequency of R, and GR is the
(steady state) probability that an R strategist is in good standing.
An individualwith strategyD alsogainsbwhen they interactwith
Rs, butnever paysc in the contributiongame.Theyalwaysexploit
others in the theft game and hence always gain t, but lose dwhen
they are in bad standing. The fitness ofD is thus

wD ¼ ρ b 1−rð ÞpRf g þ 1−ρð Þ t−d 1−GDð Þf g;
where GD is the probability that someone playing D is in good
standing.

In the long run, the probability of an agent having a good
reputation is well approximated by the mean of its stationary

distribution; that is, G ¼ Pg

PgþPb
where Pg and Pb are the proba-

bilities of good and bad reputational transitions. An individual
arrives at good standing only by paying for reputation and being
correctly perceived as such, so Pg = ρY(1 − ε). They fall to bad
standing by failing to pay when the community cares or by
stealing from someone in good standing (or beingmisperceived
as having committed either transgression), so in a population of
Rs, Pb = ρ[(1 − Y) + Yε]ζ + (1 − ρ)GR[X + (1 −X)η]. Thus,

Gi ¼ ρY i 1−εð Þ
ρ Y i 1−εð Þ 1−ζð Þ þ ζ½ � þ 1−ρð ÞGR X i þ 1−X ið Þη½ � ;

so GD = 0, and GR ¼ ρ 1−εð Þ
ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þþ 1−ρð ÞGRη

is the solution to the

quadratic equation

1−ρð ÞηG2
R þ ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð ÞGR−ρ 1−εð Þ ¼ 0. This solution is

opaque and hard to interpret analytically (though written out
in section 3 of the supplemental materials)—so, in what fol-
lows, we will develop bounds that approximate the solution and
depict its properties more clearly. Note that when errors are
small (ε, η→ 0), GR→ 1. Intuitively, this happens because Rs
never intentionally do anything that would place them in bad
standing, and always pay to improve their reputation.

R is stable against invasion by D (wR >wD) when

ρ rb−cf g þ 1−ρð Þ t 1−GR−1ð Þ−d 1−GR− 1−GDð Þð Þf g > 0
1−ρð Þ d−tf gGR > ρ c−rbf g

d−t
c−rb

>
ρ

1−ρ
1

GR

� � ð1Þ

This holds assuming that c > rb. If rb > c, cooperation will
evolve simply via the non-random association captured in r.
So, this formulation shows how NIR can expand the

conditions favorable to cooperation beyond r. This expression

is closely related to the basin of attraction for the R regime, pR

> c−rb
d−t

ρ
1−ρ

� �
1
GR

� �
as shown in section 2 of the supplemental

materials, which also includes basins of attraction for strategy

trios. To obtain a refined approximation of 1
GR

� �
, we first

expand out its expression and subsequently assume that errors
are small. By the preceding computations we have that

1

GR
¼ ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ þ 1−ρð ÞGRη

ρ 1−εð Þ

¼ 1þ ζ
ε

1−ε

� �h i
þ 1−ρ

ρ
η

1−ε
GR;

meaning that the right-hand side of the stability condition is

ρ
1−ρ

1

GR

� �
¼ ρ

1−ρ
1þ ζ

ε
1−ε

� �h i
þ η

1−ε
GR:

When errors are small, so GR→ 1, the stability condition
for R to resist D is approximately

d−t
c−rb|fflffl{zfflffl}

Ratio of net costs
from two games

>
ρ

1−ρ|ffl{zffl}
Odds of

contribution
relative to
theft game

1þ ζ
ε

1−ε

� �h i
þ η

1−ε_|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Impact of the errors

and judgements

ð2Þ

This reflects an upper bound on the right-hand side since
GR is bounded above by 1, therefore whenever our approxi-
mation (2) is satisfied, the exact condition (1) is always also
satisfied; the two conditions coincide exactly when η = 0. The
simulations depicted in Fig. 2 illustrate the accuracy and con-
servative nature of the approximation, especially when errors
are small (see section 1 of the supplemental materials for ex-
tensive simulations).

This stability condition (2) holds a number of meaningful
implications. First, defectors will struggle to invade when
exploitation is more inefficient—yielding relatively less
benefit to the exploiter (t) than the harm it does their victim
(d). Intuitively, d > t when the strong and healthy steal from
or injure the weak, old, and sick. Second, with positive
assortment (r > 0), the most stable arrangements are those
in which the contributed public benefits (b) are sufficiently
large relative to the cost of provision (c), as will be
discussed later. That said, even neutral or harmful norms
(where b ≤ 0) can be maintained under certain (more strin-
gent) conditions. For example, both b and r can be zero and
R can still be stable. Third, public contributions can only be
sustained by the disciplining force of the theft game. Hence,
the latter must occur sufficiently often relative to the former,
meaning ρ cannot be too large. If ρ = 0, the condition holds
as long as d > t. Fourth, errors are always detrimental to
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stability, as the right-hand side terms are increasing in ε and
η. Their multiplicative relationship also implies the errors
compound each other, as the effect of η (doing nothing
misperceived as exploitation) is increasing in ε (contribu-
tionmisperceived as inaction). Finally, intriguingly, the pro-
pensity for the community to frown on non-contribution has
an adverse effect on the stability of R. Intuitively, this hap-
pens because defectors never have good reputations in the
long-run, so punishment for non-contribution harms mostly
cooperators that are erroneously perceived to have shirked
their communal duties; this is made clear by observing that
the effect of ζ relies entirely on its interaction with ε. Thus
NIR appears most effective at staving off defectors in early
societies, before more complex cognitive faculties have
developed—but as we will see later, selection pressures en-
tail that when people are strongly expected to contribute, the
public benefits produced in equilibrium tend to be more
highly valued.

Stability of reputational cooperator population
against stingy invasion

In a population of common R with rare S, an individual with
strategy R again has fitness

wR ¼ ρ b r þ 1−rð ÞpRð Þ−cf g þ 1−ρð Þ t 1−GRð Þ−d 1−GRð Þf g:

An S does not pay in the contribution game, and so earns b
only when meeting Rs. They exploit only those in bad

standing in the theft game and are exploited when they are
themselves in bad standing. The fitness of strategy S is thus

wS ¼ ρ b 1−rð ÞpRf g þ 1−ρð Þ t 1−GRð Þ−d 1−GSð Þf g:

Since Ss never pay for reputational improvements, they
have no other way to achieve good standing and hence GS =
0. Thus, assuming that c > rb, R is stable against invasion by S
(wR >wS) when

d
c−rb

>
ρ

1−ρ
1

GR

� �
: ð3Þ

Since t > 0, this is a less stringent version of the stability
condition against defectors. Therefore, when a population ofR
is stable against D, it is also stable against S, and the results of
the previous section apply here equivalently.

Stability of reputational cooperator population
against Mafioso invasion

In a population of common R with rare Mafiosos, an individ-
ual with strategy R always gains b and pays c in any contri-
bution event, exploits only the ill reputed in the theft game,
and is exploited only when in ill repute. The fitness ofR here is
thus

wR ¼ ρ b−cf g þ 1−ρð Þ t 1−GRð Þ−d 1−GRð Þf g:
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AnM also gains b and pays c in the contribution game but
exploits everyone in the theft game and is exploited when in
bad standing, and hence has fitness

wM ¼ ρ b−cf g þ 1−ρð Þ t−d 1−GMð Þf g:

Thus, R is stable against invasion by M (wR >wM) when

t 1−GR−1ð Þ−d 1−GR− 1−GMð Þð Þ > 0
d GR−GMð Þ > tGR
d
t
>

GR

GR−GM
:

ð4Þ

This expression is closely tied to the basin of attraction for

the R regime, pR > t
d−t

� � GM
GR−GM

� �
as shown in section 2 of the

supplemental materials.
Here, Ms are in good standing some of the time:

GM ¼ ρ 1−εð Þ
ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ þ 1−ρð ÞGR

;

and recall that

GR ¼ ρ 1−εð Þ
ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ þ 1−ρð ÞGRη

:

Hence,

GR−GM

GR
¼ 1−

GM

GR
¼ 1−

ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ þ 1−ρð ÞGRη
ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ þ 1−ρð ÞGR

¼ 1−ρð ÞGR 1−ηð Þ
ρ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ þ 1−ρð ÞGR

;

and its reciprocal is

GR

GR−GM
¼ 1

1−η
1þ ρ

1−ρ
1−ε 1−ζð Þ

GR

� �	 

:

As before, for added insight we expand out GR, and as
shown in the appendix we obtain the approximate (upper
bound) stability condition:

d
t
>

1

1−η
1þ ρ

1−ρ
1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ2

1−ε
þ η

" #
: ð5Þ

The simulations depicted in Fig. 3 indicate that this approx-
imation mimics the properties of the exact solution (and it is
indeed exact when η = 0), and several other bounds laid out in
section 1 of the supplemental materials converge on similar
predictions.

This stability condition (5) has several interesting implica-
tions. First, as in the case of the defector invasion, the exis-
tence of reputation-based cooperation requires exploitation to

be inefficient (d > t). Second, the costs and benefits in the
contribution game are not relevant here because both types
pay for reputation. Third, as before, contributions are
sustained by the threat of punishment via exploitation in the
theft game, so 1 − ρmust be reasonably large. Fourth, positive
expectations of contributing still make cooperation harder to
sustain; the derivative of the right-hand side with respect to is

ζ is ρ
1−ρ

2ε
1−η

� �
1þ ζ ε

1−ε

� �� �
which is always positive and cru-

cially dependent on ε.
More surprisingly, in some cases, errors can be beneficial

for reputational cooperators. While η always has a strong ad-
verse effect that magnifies the threshold, a higher ε can actu-
ally be advantageous. Intuitively, this happens because al-
though errors in the contribution game are bad for both strat-
egies, they can be even worse for Mafiosos because they often
fall into disrepute due to their exploitative ways, and are thus
more in need of a reliable path back to good standing. This
effect turns out to be beneficial on net when non-contribution
is not penalized, that is, when ζ is low, so that reputational
cooperators are not punished too harshly for others’ mistaken
perceptions. To illustrate this mathematically, observe that the

key middle term 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ2
1−ε reflecting the interaction is 1 − ε

when ζ = 0 (which is decreasing in ε) but 1
1−ε when ζ = 1

(which is increasing in ε). More generally, the derivative of
the right-hand side with respect to ε is
1

1−η
ρ

1−ρ
2ζ− 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þð Þ 1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ

1−εð Þ2
h i

, which is negative when

ζ < 1−ε
2−ε. In the small error limit where ε→ 0, this inequality

simplifies to ζ < 1
2. Figure S3 in the supplemental materials

shows how the minimum stability threshold for d/t changes
with each parameter when ζ is small, depicting the reversal of
ε’s effect. This further indicates that conditions are most fa-
vorable for NIR when ζ is small.

Stages of NIR and sustainable cooperation

What are the consequences of NIR on cooperative outcomes?
Through the lens of our model, we envision three progressive
stages of socio-cognitive complexity, embodied in special
cases of our parameters, which generate different levels of
cooperation. Fig. 4 presents the logic of our perspective. We
begin with a plausible situation, early in our evolutionary his-
tory. The cognitive and behavioral prerequisites for reputa-
tions are in place: individuals selectively like or dislike their
peers, and care or, selectively, do not care about how third
parties treat them. The cultural transmission of reputations
(opinions about others) is new, on evolutionary timescales.
Here, however, second-order strategic responses to the exis-
tence of fitness-relevant reputations have not arisen yet: indi-
viduals do not actively monitor others’ opinions of them or
seek out opportunities to improve their reputation. In this
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earliest, least cognitively demanding stage, reputations were
improved only by good fortune, not by deliberate effort. In
such an environment, even if inaction is unobservable, selec-
tion can sustain harmony. This stage 1 occurs in our model
when ρ→ 0; inequality (2) reveals that reputation-based rec-
iprocity is then stable whenever d > t. Here, NIR can establish
more harmonious communities that limit exploitation of
others—the weak, injured, sick, and elderly—though no pub-
lic goods are provided in this first stage.

Even when individuals are unaware of their own reputa-
tions, oblivious to inaction and to anything that happens to the
ill-reputed, the dynamics of the first stage can coordinate the
weighty fitness consequences of community-wide exploita-
tion. This opens up a new selective landscape, where selection
favors monitoring one’s own reputation and deliberately act-
ing to improve it. We explore the unfolding of NIR dynamics
by opening up the possibility that individuals notice costly
opportunities to improve their reputation, which happens
when ρ increases above zero. We explore what happens if
opportunities for reputational improvement can be ignored
without adverse consequences (ζ→ 0). In this socio-ecology
of stage 2, your peers are delighted if you share food with
them, but barely notice if you instead keep it for yourself.

Here, expression (2) entails that cooperation can be
sustained when d−t

c−rb >
ρ

1−ρ (assuming small errors). Then some

positive amount of reputational norm adherence occurs, but
the resulting public benefits must be large enough to resist

defectors. Specifically, rearranging the inequality reveals that
we need

rb > c−
1−ρ
ρ

� �
d−tð Þ: ð6Þ

This inequality shows how the theft game eases the stan-
dard conditions for cooperation created by non-random asso-
ciation (rb > c). The smaller ρ and more inefficient theft (d − t)
is, the easier it is to maintain cooperation. The right-hand side
of (6) is increasing in ρ (supposing d > t) as its derivative with

respect to ρ is 1−ρ
ρ

� �2
d−tð Þ > 0, meaning that selection pres-

sures enforce a higher minimum benefit provided in equilib-
rium as stage 2 progresses. Figure 5 shows that this property is
shared by the exact solution (including both types of errors).
Though neutral or even harmful behaviors can potentially be
sustained when the right-hand side of the inequality is nega-
tive, positive contributions will be particularly favored. We
view this voluntary public goods provisioning as a key
transitional phase, where selection begins to favor individ-
uals who pay closer attention to their reputation and oppor-
tunities to improve it, and therefore to their community’s
behavioral expectations. To deliberately improve your rep-
utation, you need to know what pleases your peers. Stage 2
provides a plausible cognitive foundation for the emer-
gence of social norms (Chudek and Henrich 2011;
Henrich 2016).
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Fig. 4 Socio-cognitive stages of
NIR
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Once the evolutionary processes in stage 2 have selected
for individuals who attend carefully to their own reputations
and opportunities to improve it, it is natural to ask what would
happen if individuals also began attending to other’s reputa-
tions and opportunities. Once an evolutionary mechanism has
led people to regularly contribute to others’welfare (e.g., shar-
ing their surplus forage to improve their reputation), it is more
plausible that individuals would begin to notice others’ oppor-
tunities to do this, and have a reputation-relevant reaction to
their inaction. Here, we ask what would happen if failing to act
on a reputation improvement opportunity actually worsened
one’s reputation, characteristic of stage 3. The ζ parameter
describes a continuous transition from voluntary to mandatory
norm-following (ζ→ 1), including public goods provisioning,
as individuals become more conscious of other individual’s
reputations and failures to conform to normative expectations.
Rearranging expression (2), supposing η→ 0 for clarity, im-

plies that rb > c− 1−ρ
ρ

� �
1−ε

1−ε 1−ζð Þ
� �

d−tð Þ: The right-hand side

is increasing in ζ (supposing d > t) as its derivative with re-

spect to ζ is 1−ρ
ρ

� �
ε 1−εð Þ

1−ε 1−ζð Þð Þ2
� �

d−tð Þ > 0, and Fig. 5 demon-

strates that the exact solution shares this property. Hence the
minimum benefit provided in equilibrium must grow even
larger in stage 3. Of course, a costly and mandatory
reputation-improving norm behavior can still be sustained
even if it delivers no benefit at all (b = 0) as long as

c < 1−ρ
ρ

� �
1−εð Þ d−tð Þ.

The overarching trend is thus for public goods provision
to improve throughout the progression of stages. However,
this comes at a price: stable states are harder to come by, as
the requirements for cooperative equilibria become stricter
(unless selection has also been acting to reduce people’s
inclination to make errors or misperceive others’ actions).
This means that NIR is most capable of limiting exploita-
tion early on, but is also capable of supporting the produc-
tion of communal benefits especially under conditions
when errors and misperception are high, such as in large
groups. As opportunities for reputational improvement via
norm adherence rise in prevalence, exploitation becomes
harder to control, but higher-value public goods are reaped
in compensation (indeed, the latter is the reason for the
former). In the extreme case, stable equilibria may become
sufficiently rare that NIR is no longer viable at large scale.
This raises the intriguing possibility that NIR could render
itself obsolete; it might be a transitional step along the path
to widespread cooperation bolstered by other mechanisms.
While NIR may not vanish completely, such an analysis
suggests that it would naturally set the stage for, and then
give way to the more cognitively complex reputation sys-
tems that have been previously proposed. So, despite the
modern prominence of positive indirect reciprocity, it may
have been midwifed into existence by NIR.

Discussion

Building from minimal cognitive prerequisites, plausibly
found in our Pliocene ancestors, we have mapped a path to
larger-scale forms of human cooperation by first suppressing
within-group exploitation (such as theft or rape), and then
harnessing exploitation to sustain arbitrary, costly reputation-
raising acts. Crucially, the reputation-raising acts may include
cooperative contributions to others’ welfare, such as meat
sharing or communal defense. The cognitive rudiments
demanded by NIR seem to emerge early in human develop-
ment, and some may be present in other primates as well: (i)
human children and nonhuman primates are often
reciprocal—they prefer to interact with prosocial others
(e.g., Herrmann et al. 2013) and are willing to incur costs to
watch antisocial agents get punished (Mendes et al. 2018), (ii)
young children draw on indirect information—they spontane-
ously transmit and use reputational evaluations of other indi-
viduals to seek out cooperative partners (Engelmann et al.
2016; Tasimi and Wynn 2016) and attempt to manage their
own reputations (though chimpanzees may not; Engelmann
et al. 2012, 2013), and (iii) even infants exhibit a negativity
bias—they find people who hinder others to be particularly
aversive (more so than they find helpers appealing; Hamlin
et al. 2010; Tasimi et al. 2017). Thus, NIR reflects a mecha-
nism for sustaining cooperation that may have been more
psychologically plausible than other systems early in primate
evolution (and perhaps in development).

The first stage of our model describes dynamics when rep-
utational systems first emerge: if community members are
sufficiently reluctant to exploit their well-reputed peers, selec-
tive forces will sustain and enhance this reluctance, perpetu-
ating harmonious (i.e., non-exploiting) communities. This is
particularly likely if there are many opportunities to exploit
others that benefit perpetrators little relative to the harm they
cause their victims. Such circumstances minimize benefits to
indiscriminate exploiters and maximize the value of a good
reputation. Our postulated reputational system imposes only
minimal cognitive demands on early reputational cooperators,
since they can ignore (i) anything that happens to people in
bad standing, (ii) all Bnon-events^ (like not exploiting), and
(iii) the exploiter’s previous reputation. By contrast, the stable
cooperative equilibrium in positive indirect reciprocity models
require communities to converge on a single reputational sys-
tem that specifies up to eight (23) possible events, defined by
the target’s reputation (good/bad), the actor’s reputation
(good/bad), and their action (help/inaction) (Ohtsuki and
Iwasa 2004, 2006). Even the simplest strategy (image-scoring;
Nowak and Sigmund 1998), which is not evolutionarily stable
(Panchanathan and Boyd 2003), requires individuals to track
non-events or notice inactions (failure to help).

The conditions explored in stage 1 of our model may have
been particularly likely in ancestral human societies. When
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individuals fell sick, were injured, or faced emergencies re-
quiring them to rapidly leave camp, exploiters had opportuni-
ties to steal food, mating opportunities, allies, beads, and raw
materials (like skins, flint, ochre, and obsidian) with little
chance of direct retribution, either because the victim could
not pinpoint the perpetrator or was in no position to enact
revenge. In times of distress (illness or injuries), exploitation
is particularly easy, and the loss of valuable resources is par-
ticularly damaging (Wrangham 2009).

Once harmonious communities develop in stage 1 and rep-
utations carry fitness consequences, selection can favor indi-
viduals disposed to act in costly ways that improve their rep-
utation. Achieving this requires an awareness of others’ ex-
pectations, favoring cognitive adaptations for noticing and
navigating social norms (Chudek and Henrich 2011; Henrich
2016). These norms, which themselves can become the object
of evolutionary dynamics, potentially include contributions to
others’welfare and to larger scale cooperative endeavors. This
puts a community’s normative behavioral expectations on the
culture-gene co-evolutionary landscape that shapes its mem-
bers’ behavior, cognitive abilities, and motivations in the long
run.

The central challenge surmounted by NIR is that Bnegative
cooperation^, i.e., not exploiting others, is typically unobserv-
able and so cannot reliably improve reputations. Interestingly,
the solution can lead to pressure for the cognitive abilities
assumed by many existing models of human cooperation—
that individuals can indeed recognize and rapidly coordinate
on arbitrary shared norms. This includes nearly all models
based on reputations or indirect reciprocity as well as costly
punishment models. Once NIR’s evolutionary dynamics cre-
ate fitness consequences for shared expectations and cause
individuals to sometimes (when it is not too costly) do what-
ever it takes to satisfy those expectations, these dynamics can
push communities even closer to full-blown social norms and
a psychology for navigating them. If individuals are sensitive
to others’ opportunities for reputation-raising acts and are dis-
appointed by their absence, counter-normative behavior can
actually lower one’s reputation and invite opportunistic ex-
ploitation from one’s peers. The more frequent is this kind
of disappointment at counter-normative actions (or even inac-
tions), the more strongly selection favors adherence to com-
munity norms.

To thrive in the social ecologies enabled by NIR, individ-
uals must be quick to perceive their community’s norms (the
behaviors that please others on average, which could include
generosity in times of plenty, sharing adaptive knowledge, or
resting on the Sabbath) and be disposed to adhere to them.
Communities meanwhile come to wield a powerful means of
enforcing compliance to these norms. This distributed mech-
anism for norm enforcement can emerge without any individ-
uals necessarily intending it; they merely selfishly exploit
friendless, low-status victims when the opportunity arises

because they know they can get away with it. Indeed, it is
possible that we still witness these dynamics today, as the
recurrent emergence of schoolyard bullying recapitulates the
socio-ecological dynamics of early, pre-institutional human
societies (Card et al. 2008; Merrell et al. 2008; Rodkin and
Berger 2008). Or, as with the Yasawans, individual grudges
can be transformed into an instrument for societal harmony.

In some cases, NIR can sustain costly adherence to nearly
any community standard, which means that it can potentially
sustain both cooperative norms (public goods) as well as mal-
adaptive norms (public bads). We see this as an advantage of
our models since the ethnographic record is replete with ex-
amples of social norms that are costly for the individual (rep-
utation effects aside) and maladaptive at the group level.
Classic examples include female infibulation and mortuary
consumption of dead relatives, which promotes the spread of
prion diseases like Kuru (Glasse 1963; Edgerton 1992).

Nevertheless, there are two reasons to suspect that over time
reputationally enforced norms will tend to become increasingly
prosocial. First, actions that improve others’ welfare may be
especially likely to raise people’s opinion of an actor. This creates
what cultural evolutionists have termed a Bcontent bias^ that
favors bestowing good reputations for highly-salient acts that
generate benefits for others (Henrich and McElreath 2007).
Second, by making deviations from community expectations
costly, NIR favors migrants who adopt the norms of their new
community rather than maintaining their old behaviors. This de-
creases behavioral variability within groups relative to variation
between communities, which increases the strength of the
between-group component of selection in cultural evolution.
Thus, intergroup competition can favor contributions to commu-
nal defense, raiding, economic productivity, alliance building,
trading, and information sharing (Chudek and Henrich 2011;
Henrich 2016). Such logic is partly reflected in our supposition
of positive assortment, which ties equilibrium outcomes to the
value of contributions and enables the rise in public benefits
provided across the stages of NIR. Note, in this proposal, the
between-group selective process operates through cultural evo-
lution while the within-group selective processes can be either
cultural or genetic. Purely genetic group selection is unlikely to
play a large role in human cooperation due to the substantial rates
of gene flow among groups (Henrich 2016); these same concerns
do not apply to cultural evolution (Boyd and Richerson 2002;
Henrich and Henrich 2007; Boyd et al. 2011).

We suspect that NIR’s dynamics might be particularly im-
portant for the evolution of the human capacity for culture.
Our species’ capacity for cumulative cultural evolution was
likely fostered by the dissemination of cultural know-how,
about things such as toolmaking and food processing, across
communities and through broad social networks (Henrich
2016). However, apparently knowledgeable individuals could
actively exploit others by spreading false information. NIR
dynamics may have helped cumulative cultural evolution get
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off the ground by suppressing people’s inclinations to spread
false information to those with a good reputation. Those with
bad reputations could be fed misinformation or given no cul-
tural information.

Overall, the cognitive and socio-ecological conditions
fostered by NIR should make it easier for more potent,
coordinated or institutional forms of cooperation to
emerge. The more common such norms or institutions be-
come, in which non-prosocial behavior is punished, the
stronger the selection pressure on individuals to default
towards prosociality and to rapidly acquire prosocial
norms relative to antisocial norms. This process may ex-
plain both the unusually high-levels of prosociality found
in infants and children as well as their inclinations towards
learning prosocial norms (Warneken 2015; McAuliffe et al.
2017a, b).

In conclusion, we have shown how NIR constitutes a
mechanism for supporting cooperation that is commensu-
rate with psychological and anthropological data, and
that—due to its less demanding cognitive requirements—
may have been better suited than other proposed systems to
operate early in primate evolutionary history and in human
development. We also discussed how NIR could lay the
groundwork for more complex forms of positive coopera-
tion traditionally studied. Our work serves as a bridge from
the relatively more atomistic realm of ancestral primate
groups to the stunning array of prosociality that pervades
large-scale human societies.

Future research can test these models in at least three ways.
First, both field and experimental work in non-human pri-
mates can explore the extent to which the most basic cognitive
abilities and motivational inclinations we have assumed in our
model exist in related species (e.g., Herrmann et al. 2013).
This could better ground our assumptions about our early
ancestors or else jeopardize our starting point. Such non-
human research might also explore if some species are already
implementing NIR, effectively suppressing exploitation
through some form of shared judgment. Second, cross-
cultural developmental psychologists should continue to ex-
amine the ontogeny of the cognitive abilities and motivational
inclinations looking for the biases we predict. What is the
developing structure of children’s strategies for judging
others? Do infants and children more readily observe, evalu-
ate, and track actions related to Bharming^ (exploitation) com-
pared with inactions related to Bhelping^ (e.g., Hamlin et al.
2011; Hamlin 2013)? How do infants and children evaluate
individuals who exploit other exploiters vs. those who exploit
non-exploiters? Can positive helping norms develop in an
environment in which exploitation is common? And finally,
anthropological work in diverse societies, especially small-
scale societies lacking formal institutions, can explore whether
negative indirect reciprocity underpins common forms of co-
operation and public goods (e.g., Henrich and Henrich 2014).
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